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At-Sea Testing
• To ensure TEC reliability & survivability, accurate prediction of loads on stationary and dynamic components is essential
• The best knowledge of loads comes from actually measuring loads on real devices

Objectives of MONITOR At-Sea Testing
Workpackage
1. Measure key resource and environmental parameters
How? Collect high frequency oceanographic data to fully characterize the 3D flow patterns including mean inflow
velocities, turbulence intensity and wind/wave regime of the test sites.

2. Compute load intensities in different resource and operational settings
How? Instrument the devices following the initial VMEA analysis to determine the stress levels that device’ blades
and structures undergo in operation – e.g., sensors for rotor thrust/blade forces (strain gauges), rotor torques (shaft
power/rotation speed sensors), mooring loads (shackle load cells) under different flow-wave regimes

ATIR Platform at EMEC Test Site, Orkney, Scotland
• The Fall of Warness tidal test site is located to the west of the island of Eday.
• Average tidal flow: typical springs 3 to 4 ms-1; typical neaps 1 to 2 ms-1.
• Mean flows and turbulence vary significantly between flood/ebb tides.
Rotor diameter
Weight
Operational draught
Length
Maximum power output
Rotating speed
Blade count

Current speed range
Squirrel cage generator
(rated output)

19 m
350 tonnes
23.4 m
45 m
2 MW (at 2.5 ms-1)
16.84 rpm
3 (x2)

1.0 – 3.5 ms-1
850 kW (x2)

Monitoring equipment
GPS, IMU, weather station, current meter, 220 other
sensors. No sensors on the blades.

Sabella D10 at Fromveur Strait, Brittany, France
• During mean spring tide, maximum tidal stream power may reach values over 20 kWm-2 at 10 m above the seabed.
• Experiences strong incoming waves with averaged and maximum significant wave heights estimated at 1.5 and 5.0 m.
Rotor diameter

10 m

Weight

400 tonnes

Height

17 m

Width

20 m

Maximum power output
Rotating speed
Blade count
Current speed range
Direct drive permanent
magnet generator
(output/nominal output)

1 MW (at 4 ms-1)
5 - 20 rpm
6
0.5 – 4.0 ms-1
561/500 kW

Monitoring equipment
3 shaft coders (for shaft position and RPM measurements)
Electrical sensors (voltage, currents on different points of the electrical chain

ADCPs survey had been carried out at both sites allowing to collect highfrequency measurements.

Data is now being processed:
• Quality control: echo-amplitude, correlation, speed of sound, pitch/roll
corrections, noise levels, etc…;
• Wave-turbulence separation using wave synchrossqueezed transform
(Bian et al., 2017). Other methods will be tested;
• Estimation of Reynold stresses and TKE density using different methods
(Lu and Leck, 1999; Stacey et al., 1999; Rippeth et al., 2003);
• Evaluation of TKE dissipation/production through time;
• Estimation of wave parameters using the zero/mean crossing method,
correcting correct the attenuation of pressure variations with depth
(Tucker and Pitt , 2001);
Output the information to ORE Catapult i.e.:

1. Tidal flow speeds - ENU resolved time series so that the chosen
datasets can be then converted to along/cross-axis velocities for the
rotor;
2. Tidal direction and histograms of site flow speeds;
3. Shear profile & variability during the tidal cycle;
4. Water depth variation & wave statistics.

PROBLEM
Quantification of load variation, and the sensitivity of that variation to the
measured environmental factors;
Measurements are not simultaneous;
Classify the load data into categories and match those to these
velocity/turbulence measurements
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